Cottam Point Dive Site
(How to get there and how to dive it)
Driving Directions from Nanaimo
This Nanoose Bay dive site is accessed by going north from Nanaimo on Hwy 19 then turning right at
the Petro Canada Gas Bar on Northwest Bay Road. Follow N.W. Bay road to Claudet Road (look for
the Beachcomber Marina sign) and turn right here, Claudet Road will naturally turn into Marina Way,
and then follow this road just past a sign for Beachcomber Regional Park to Seadog Road.
The site is at the end of this short, dead end road.
(Driving time from Nanaimo is approximately 30 minutes)
Now down the steps! Yes they are steep and not for you if you are physically unfit!
When you reach the rocky beach you will see an old narrow band of concrete running into the water in
the direction of an island which is called Mistaken Island.
You can enter the water here ( # 1 on map) and take a heading for the island (about 330 degrees).
Stay on this course over the stone flats for about an 8 to 10 minute swim and you will come to a large
rock formation which marks the end of a small reef or spine as we like to call it (about 60ft in depth if
on your mark, if you find yourselves in much deeper water than this you have either overshot or missed
your mark to the east!).
Here you will find some wreckage from a small sunken power boat, where you will make an almost
180 degree turn and follow the reef back to Cottam Point.
Exit at any favourable spot a little west from where your dive started.
It can be easier to get in the water at # 1 and immediately go west (check map) following the shore
while heading over to the reef or spine. Once you find it simply follow it out and back, exiting where
you will. Sometimes we just walk across to where the # 2 is located on the map and enter/exit here.
Note: Do however pay close attention to the tide and the wind if you are planning to dive this site, as
the current can be quite strong here!
The absolute best conditions to look for is a high slack tide, and preferably with a small amount of
water exchange. This way you usually get fresher water from the Straight of Georgia.
There are lots of different fish on the reef and a large number of swimming scallops, but the real
highlight is when you and your buddy get buzzed by a few, or even several curious sea lions.
The winter months is pretty much guaranteed sitings and interaction. Like it or not!
What an awesome and slightly intimidating show the sea lions can put on.
Cottam Point is also a beautiful picnic spot, with amazing wildlife and plenty to explore.
Cheers and safe diving!
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